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The International Association for Music & Medicine promotes sharing and capacity building across a wide range of fields including arts 
medicine, music performance, performance arts medicine, music psychology, medical humanities, ethnomusicology, music cognition, 
music neurology, music therapy, music in hospitals, infant stimulation, and music medicine. Please join us. www.iammonline.com 

At Mount Sinai Beth-Israel Medical Center a new pilot study 
called Project Sleep is underway to address delirium and falls 
in patients.  

Poor sleep and sleep medications used for insomnia are among the 
main triggers for delirium, which in turn increases the risk of falling, 
and agitation, which leads to poor patient satisfaction.  To target 
the root of the problem, this study will address sleep quality of the 
patients utilizing non-pharmaceutical interventions.   

The patient cohort includes geriatric patients, patients with 
substance abuse, and palliative patients who will receive a "goodies 
bag" on admission - ear plugs, eye mask, headphones. The unit will 
provide warm milk, herbal tea and snack at night. Nurses will also 
limit taking vital signs at night unless necessary.  

The music therapy service will provide a multi-faceted protocol of 
interventions addressing a range of factors contributing to poor 
sleep:        

A mid-afternoon music therapy group for patients and families twice 
per week will incorporate group drumming, which promotes 
rhythmic organization of the brain and facilitates tension-release;  
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group improvisation, singing patient preferred songs, and 
music-assisted relaxation. Research has shown that music 
therapy can increase serum melatonin levels, which plays an 
important role in inducing relaxation and sleep. 
Moreover, positive emotions and social interactions 
are shown to increase the level of hypocretin, a brain 
chemical that is primarily associated with sleep and 
appetite. 

Twice weekly environmental music therapy will create a 
more relaxed atmosphere, by ameliorating the sound 
environment and making staff more aware of their own 
voice.  Staff can also participate in the ‘Care for the Carer’ 
twice weekly 15 minute session of active music making and 
music –assisted visualization for tension release and 
refreshing energy.  

The final extension will be an album of lullabies, which the 
music therapy team is recording. This will be programmed 
onto the relaxation channel on patient TVs, so patients will 
still be able to listen to relaxing music in the evening to aid 
the transition to sleep. A CD of the album will be available 
for them to take home on discharge.   

For further information about the project, please contact 
Wen Chang-Lit at wechang@CHPNET.ORG  . 

“Music therapy can 

increase serum melatonin 

levels, which plays an 

important role in inducing 

relaxation and sleep” 

Sounds of Life:  Using Internal 
Sounds to Connect with the 
External World 

Brian Schreck, MA, MT-BC,  
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center  

Often the first sound of human life occurs in 
prenatal care when a Doppler ultrasound device 
detects the baby’s heartbeat.  At Cincinnati 
Children’s Hospital Medical Center, I have piloted 
an innovative music therapy intervention that 
involves recording internal sounds of a patient’s life 
to create music with patients and their families.   

(cont p.3) 

We welcome Brian Schreck to the IAMM Newsletter Team.  For his first article, we 
asked Brian to share the story of his innovative program which has captured the 
interest of media.  

Wen Chang-Lit 

Brian Schreck 
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I have used Doppler ultrasound devices, iPad 
apps, a constructed stethoscope microphone, 
and an electronic stethoscope with Bluetooth to 
record patients’ heart beating and lungs 
breathing.  This, like many of the recording 
interventions our music therapy team facilitates 
aim to capture moments in time which can be 
preserved for future connection with the patient 
and family. 

In our perinatal hospice program, this intervention 
is offered to expectant mothers who have 
learned their baby has an incurable diagnosis.  
Some mothers agree for me to accompany them 
to a doctor’s visit to record the baby’s heartbeat.  
The baby’s rhythm is used to create a piece of 
music which the family and I design together.  If 
the family has other children, I have offered that 
the sibling’s heartbeats are recorded and added 
to the initial recording, connecting all of their 
rhythms.   

This intervention is also a meaningful offering in 
our neonatal, cardiac, and pediatric intensive 
care units serving our neonatal patients up to 
young adults.  It can be used to connect with 
patients of all ages who are intubated and 
sedated, or are non-verbal. However, this 
innovation is also useful to build rapport with non-
palliative patients who may be resistant to other 
interventions.  For instance a teenager who 
initially may not want to write a song with a music 
therapist, may be interested in a beat that could 
be created using their own internal rhythm.   

In one particular PICU case this intervention was 
facilitated with a 14-year-old and his family 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbTrbySS3fU). 
This intervention has been a thread of ongoing 
support for his family, as the song has continued 
to grow over the past 11 months from the initial 
two songs chosen by the family to an almost 12 
minute composition comprised of 5 meaningful 
melodies.  The continuous positive feedback from 
the family in this case, illuminated a need for 
further bereavement support/care in intensive 
care with the acutely ill who may die suddenly.  In 
cases of chronic illness, support systems are put 
into place via palliative and hospice care.  This is 
not the case in the sudden accidental/trauma 
group of patients and families that are served in 
intensive care.    

The program first gained interest with a post on 
our blog on May 1, 2014, and continued with 
stories on the Cincinnati Business Courier’s 

website, Cincinnati NPR affiliate WVXU and ABC 
News Online. The Huffington Post noticed just how 
special this music therapy intervention is and 
featured its own story highlighting the impact it had 
on the Bennett family.  
Read the story at HuffingtonPost.com which was 
shared and posted in Norway:  
http://www.tv2.no/a/5645163 and in the UK:  
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
2639606/And-beat-goes-Therapist-creates-
beautiful-music-heartbeats-dying-patients.html  

This video was presented at the Institute for 
Healthcare Improvement’s 26th Annual Forum for a 
physical audience of 5,600 and virtual audience of 
up to 30,000 via streaming.  Most recently the 
Cincinnati Magazine interviewed me for their “Top 
Doctors 2015” issue:  
http://www.cincinnatimagazine.com/top-doctors-
archive/music-therapists-create-heartbeat-
keepsakes-grieving-families/  

 

These platforms led to two families, one from the 
United Kingdom and one from Australia to request 
this intervention to be facilitated posthumously with 
their infant’s pre-recorded heartbeat.  Via email 
conversations, meaningful songs were chosen by 
the families to create a unique composition for 
them respectfully.  One family used the 
composition to dance to at their wedding during 
their first dance, reporting, “It was amazing thank 
you so much!  So many tears of happiness thank 
you again thank you.”  Each family may use this 
intervention to connect with their loved one by 
using internal sounds to connect with their shared 
external world. 

Future challenges include evaluating the meaning 
and value of the legacy in progress and on 
completion.  My hope is that this intervention can 
be used for many clinical rationales other than for 
end-of-life and bereavement support.   

For more information please contact me at 
brian.schreck@cchmc.org  

This intervention is also useful to build 
rapport with patients who may be 

resistant to engaging with other 
interventions 
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News from Music and Medicine 

mmd.iammonline.com 

We are delighted to welcome three new key people to the Music and Medicine team, 
each fulfilling key roles. 

Maureen Latocki, Business Manager 

Maureen has a degree in Economics and a Certificate in Management. With 10 years as a 
director of a hospital corporation, she brings an extensive network of health sector influencers 
across the acute, community and long-term care sectors including clinical, academic and 
research communities.  

Her interest in Music and Medicine stems from a long-held desire to combine her expertise in 
healthcare with her passion for music. She has noted that in Canada, there is an emerging 
group of health care leaders, influencers and decision-makers seeking innovative solutions for 
meeting the healthcare challenges of today and tomorrow, and in her view, “The time is right 
to promote the impact of music on healing. “ She plans to utilize her skills, experience and  

(cont./…) 

Institutional Subscriptions now available 

Music and Medicine is a great addition to your library for 
clinicians, registrars and students.  We are delighted to 
say that the new Institutional Subscription process is now 
available.  Please let your librarian know that to activate 
an Institutional Subscription for Music and Medicine there 
is a dedicated subscription page at:  

http://www.iammonline.com/Institutional-Journal-
Subscription 

The archives are coming! 
In repsonse to requests from IAMM membes and journal 
subscribers, we are now uploading the entire archive, 
including the SAGE archive to the mmd.iammonline.com 
website.  Go to the ‘Archive’ tab to see the progress.  The 
whole archive from Vol1 No.1 will be available soon.   

New edition of Music and 
Medicine coming beginning 

of February 

Music and Medicine team continues to grow 
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networks to reach a whole new audience for 
Music and Medicine and welcomes the 
challenge of taking the journal to new levels of 
success.”  
 

 

Assistant Production Editor:  

Erik Baumann MMT 

Erik was born in Lima, Peru, where he earned a 
bachelor’s degree in clinical psychology. He 
worked as a psychotherapist, and was involved 
in several community development projects 
with at-risk populations. He subsequently 
earned his Music Therapy Masters degree from 
the Universitat de Barcelona, Spain, where he 
focused his music therapy training on the child-
parent bond. Erik speaks six languages and is a 
traveler of the world.  

Erik will use these language skills in his role with 
the journal. Erik has also been working hard to 
upload the archive of Music and Medicine 
editions since it began. We hope to have the 
whole archive ready in February.   

 

Book & Media Editor:  

Dr Reza Abdollahnejad 

Dr Abdollahnejad is a registered psychologist 
and a clinical senior lecturer in psychology at 
the University of Adelaide, Australia. He has 
extensive experience working with individuals 
with mental health disorders, particularly 
addiction, anxiety disorders and depression. Dr 
Abdollahnejad’s research and clinical practice 
in music therapy has focused on the music 
therapy effects on addiction. He is the founder 
and a board member of first music therapy 
association, MAMPHA, in Iran.  
 

Erik Baumann 

Reza Abdollahnejad 

As an IAMM member you have access to the Music and Medicine journal at mmd.iammonline.com . 
On your first visit, you will need to complete a one-time registration, so we can send you a password.  
Then you will have access the whole journal.  Need help with the website?  Please contact Julian 
Koenig at mmdproduction@iammonline.com  . 
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IAMM Membership offers 
opportunity for friendly 

cross disciplinary 
collegiality  

Full member - developed world - 
$100.00 (USD)  

Subscription period: 1 year As a 
member from the developed world you 
will receive 4 issues of the journal per 
annum, and will be able to access the 
journal online. 

Full member - developing world - 
$50.00 (USD)  

Subscription period: 1 year Members 
from the developing world are eligible 
for online access to the journal, and all 
other benefits of IAMM membership. 

Check the eligibility of your country by 
consulting this link 
http://www.ifad.org/governance/ifad/li
stc.htm 
 

Student, unwaged, retired –  
$50.00 (USD) 

Subscription period: 1 year. Members in 
this category have access online to the 
Music & Medicine journal and full 
access to all information about 
activities and events. 

From Jane Edwards, IAMM President 

The IAMM Executive would like to wish all of our members a 
happy and healthy 2015.  In February  we will be selecting the 
site for the 4th international conference to be held in 2016.  
We will announce as soopn as possible after that so you can 
put it in your calendar.  

Interest Networks 

Please remember that you can propose an IAMM Interest 
Network to focus on a specific aspec of music and medicine.  
Please send your proposal to iamminfo@gmail.com . The 
interst network proposal needs at least three IAMM members 
to proceed. The proposal should show ho the topic is relevant 
to the field of music and medicine.  Once approved, IAMM 
members will be able to join the interest network. 

IAMM membership growing 

The Executive is delighted that IAMM membership has 
doubled since 2012.  We now have members from 41 
countries.  94 of our members are from the USA.  The next 
largest national representation of members are in Canada 
(28) and Australia (15).  Fifteen IAMM members of the sole 
representatives of their country. Sole members countries 
include: Cyprus, Iran, Senegal, Turkey, and Bahrain. This 
demonstrates commitment and support for growing as an 
international organization.  Helping all regions develop their 
capacity in music and medicine research and practice is a 
long-term goal of IAMM 

Celebrate your news 

We welcome news of your projects and achievements to 
report here in the IAMM newsletter.  Please contact 
Communication Chair Helen Shoemark at 
helen.shoemark@rch.org.au . 

Feedback 

Is there anything you would like to suggest or lead? Please let 
us know at iamminfo@gmail.com . 

  

From the 
IAMM 

Executive 

“Our goal is to provide relevant 
information and support for 
everyone around the world 

interested in or working 
specifically in the area of music 

and medicine.” 

IAMM is proudly supported by:  

                                
The Royal Melbourne                          AMARC and Music Care           
 Hospital  Music Therapy  
 In Allied Health Dept.  


